
Summary

Here we analyse a time-lapse multicomponent survey recorded before and after a CO2 injection
program to quantify and understand pressure-related changes in shear-wave anisotropy. A time
delay analysis of the split shear-waves for the injection interval shows an average of 10%
changes in shear-wave anisotropy before and after injection. However, the P-wave data do not
show detectable changes in interval travel times. A model based on the anisotropic poro-
elasticity theory, APE, (Zatsepin and Crampin, 1997) explains these observations with the
pressure controlled, dynamic opening and closing of near-vertical low aspect ratio pores to
which shear-wave velocities are more sensitive than P-wave velocities.

Introduction

Time-lapse seismic is successfully used in many unconsolidated and soft rock reservoirs (Jack,
1998). However, for hard rocks like carbonates and consolidated sandstones, it is less likely to
detect saturation changes due to their higher stiffness. The detectability of pressure changes in
such rocks may largely depend on the presence of fractures (Davis et al. 1998).
In a fractured dolomite reservoir in Vacuum Field, New Mexico, in a tertiary recovery process,
CO2 was injected in a single well over a period of three weeks and two 3D 9C seismic surveys
were acquired immediately before and after the injection. Sources and 3C receivers were
positioned at the same locations for both surveys to ensure high repeatability in the acquisition.
A pore-fluid pressure increase of 1000 psi was also recorded (Roche et al. 1997). Here we
perform shear-wave splitting analysis on this time-lapse dataset to quantify any changes in shear-
wave anisotropy and to model and explain such changes, if possible.

Data processing and analysis

Mainly surface-consistent algorithms are used during processing to improve repeatability. One
P-wave and four rotated shear-wave cubes were produced for each of the two time-lapse surveys.
The linear-transform technique is used to separate the split shear-waves (Li and Crampin, 1993).
To ensure that the anisotropic information (time delays and polarisation directions) is preserved
during processing, all the applied processing steps are tested on full-wave synthetic data before
applied to real data.
Anisotropic analysis is  performed on stacked data. Horizon tracking provides interval travel
times and time-delays of the split shear waves, which are used to calculate the percentage shear-
wave anisotropy as the normalised difference between the fast and the slow shear-wave
velocities. P-wave time delays (horizon misties) before and after injection are also calculated for
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comparison. The injection interval comprises about 200 ms in shear and 100 ms in P, and Figure
1 shows the results. In shear, Figure 1a, an anisotropy change of up to 10% occurs to the south
and east of the injection well.
Before injection anisotropy is generally low and after injection negative anisotropy causes the
anomaly. Negative anisotropy means that the shear-wave polarised parallel to the maximum
horizontal stress direction is slower than the perpendicularly polarised wave.
The P-wave time delay difference plot, Figure 1b, does not show any changes that are outside the
range of the picking error of ±2%. In the overburden, the polarisation directions lie around 118°
NE, the maximum horizontal stress direction. In the target, the polarisations are heterogeneous
before injection and become less variable after the injection related pore-fluid pressure increase.

Interpretation and modelling

A location just south of the injection well was chosen for the modelling, which consists of two
steps. The formation is a fractured dolomite with an average of 12.8 % anisotropy. The effect of
the saturation change in the stiff cracks is considered in a model developed by Endres and
Knight (1998) based on the Kuster-Toksöz theory. The shear-waves are unaffected by the
saturation change and the P-wave velocity decreases only about 1% due to the high stiffness of
the rock.
The effect of the pore-fluid pressure increase on low aspect ratio cracks can be modelled with
APE. Shear-wave coherency analysis suggests the presence of two fault zones to the south of the
well with fault orientations of N and ENE. Cracks were introduced in the following way: there
are two cracks sets with 5% crack density each centred around N and  ENE and 5% randomly
orientated cracks. A 2D simplification of the evolution of this heavily fractured rock mass under
increasing pore-fluid pressure is shown in Figure 2. As the overburden pressure is the biggest
stress, all open cracks are vertical or close to vertical.
The direction of maximum horizontal stress is 118° NE, and before injection only cracks close to
that direction are open. When the pore-fluid pressure increases 1000 psi, additional cracks open
up, especially the fault-related cracks although these are oblique to the maximum horizontal
stress.
The fit of the synthetic seismograms to the shear-wave data is shown in Figure 3. In the target
zone between 1.6 and 1.8 s the synthetic and the data match very well. All body wave velocities
decrease, but most significantly the shear-wave parallel to the maximum horizontal stress and
therefore observable changes in anisotropy result. The opening cracks are mostly close to
vertical and affect the P-waves at higher angles of incidence. The current model confirms that at
normal incidence the combined effects of saturation and pressure change are not strong enough
to be detected in the P-wave stacks.

Conclusions

In the heavily fractured zone to the south of the injection well the pore-fluid pressure increase
causes a significant differential change in the shear-wave velocities because of the opening up of
cracks. Due to the mainly vertical direction of the open cracks the shear-waves are more
sensitive to the pressure changes than the P-waves. Shear-waves may therefore prove to be very
useful in the monitoring of subsurface pressure changes in reservoirs.
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Figure 1: a) Shear wave time delay difference , before û
after, b) P-wave interval time difference, before û after.
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Figure 2: Evolution of crack distribution a) before and b) after pore-
fluid pressure increase
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Figure 3: Match of the synthetic with the shear-wave data for the
parallel, S1, and the perpendicular, S2, sections before and after the
injection


